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Demonstrative pronoun practice worksheets

Content Index Do you know how to use this, these, and those as demonstrative pronouns? The correct use of these words can help clarify your writing and your word. Practice your grammatical skills with demonstrative pronoun exercises in three worksheets, and learn more about the functions of demonstrative
pronouns in a sentence. These demonstrative pronoun exercises cover the four most common demonstrative pronouns and their functions. demonstrative pronoun example Like all pronouns, demonstrative pronouns that, these, and these stand for other names. This and these describe names that are physically close to
you; and those who describe names that are further away. Other words can be used as demonstrative pronouns, including such, none and neither. Demonstrative pronouns are different from demonstrative adjectives, which are submitted to the name instead of replacing it, as in this shirt or these children. The first
exercise clarifies the difference between singular (this, this) and plural (these, these) demonstrative pronouns. For more practice, download the printable PDF under the answer key. DIRECTIONS: Identify the demonstrative pronoun in each of the following sentences. Is it singular or plural? This is the greatest horse I
have ever seen. These are delicious cookies. I saw you do that. I don't understand. These are your only choices. What did you do? Check your answers for the worksheet #1 below. This is the biggest horse I've ever seen. (P) These are delicious cookies. I saw you do that. (S) I don't understand that. (P) These are your
only choices. View and download PDF Demonstrative pronouns indicate the object they replace and can be self-contained and function as a name. Demonstrative adjectives describe a name and cannot be autonomous. This second exercise reinforces the difference between demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative
adjectives. If you want another exercise, download the printable version of this worksheet that includes a second activity. DIRECTIONS: Identify the demonstrative pronoun or adjective in each sentence in each of the following sentences. These cattle run away. It is the last straw. I gave you these books yesterday. I'll
forget that if I don't write it down. These actors are very skilful. I can see it. This fruit is rotten. Give me that hat. That's all there is.C's stinky. See how many sentences you were right with these answers. If you missed a few, don't hesitate to go back and correct your answers. (DA) These cattle run away. (DP) It is the last
straw. (DA) I gave you these books yesterday. (DP) I'll forget that if I don't write it down. (DA) These actors are very skilful. (DP) I can see it. This fruit is rotten. (DA) Give me that hat. (DP) That's all there is. (DP) It's stinky. See and download PDF Tel, neither can also be used as demonstrative pronouns. Challenge
yourself with this last exercise, and print out the following PDF to write on the worksheet Read the next paragraph. How many times do you see such, none or neither used as demonstrative pronouns? Tip: They can be used in more ways than one. Neither my brother nor I like to eat eggs. Our mother would ask us if we
liked them fried or scrambled, and we would say, Neither. That was our preference, but our mother did not give up. One day, she offered us a new breakfast. There was cheese, olives, peppers and sausages. My brother and I looked for eggs and didn't see any, so we ate everything. None of us have ever had such a
delicious breakfast. This was our first experience with an omelette - but certainly not our last! Did you choose the right words? If you missed a few, don't hesitate to go back and correct your answers. Neither my brother nor I like to eat eggs. Our mother would ask us if we liked them fried or scrambled, and we would say,
Neither. That was our preference, but our mother did not give up. One day, she offered us a new breakfast. There was cheese, olives, peppers and sausages. My brother and I looked for eggs and didn't see any, so we ate everything. None of us have ever had such a delicious breakfast. This was our first experience with
an omelette - but certainly not our last! Such: 2None: 1Neither: 1View and Download PDF Using demonstrative pronouns correctly helps readers understand what you're trying to say. Demonstrative pronouns can help you with subject-verb chord, word choice and mood in your sentences. Now that you've had some
practice with demonstrative pronouns, challenge yourself with a demonstrative pronoun quiz. M.ed. Education Your young person will have good practices using demonstrators, such as this and these, in this worksheet. She will go around the maid and then choose the right one for a list of sentences. It is ideal for
language standards for common first-year basic standards. you can also use it for other students if necessary. About this worksheet: This regular worksheet instructs the student to write the demonstrative pronoun of the parenthesis that best complements each sentence. A demonstrative pronoun indicates or identifies a
name without naming the name. Demonstrative pronouns include; this, this, these, and these. This worksheet is suitable for grades 6, 7 and 8. In this reflective fact sheet, students practice this, this, these, and those with the language of buying clothes. Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Students begin by
matching the half sentence together. Students and then correct the errors in the sentences. Errors can be with demonstrative pronouns (this, this, these, these) or other words. In the last exercise, the students supplement the gaps in the sentences with this, this, these or these. In this demonstrative pronoun activity,
students play a trap game where they make sentences on images using demonstrative pronouns. Divide the class into two teams (A and B). On the tray, draw a horizontal line, dividing the board into two equal parts. Equal. the lower part is close and the upper part is further away. Tell students that for things that are
nearby, they must make sentences with the demonstrative pronouns this or these. For things that are further afield, they have to make sentences with that or those. Invite a student from Team A to come to the Board of Directors. Give the student a card, such as a banana (this). The student then draws the article written
on the map at the top or bottom of the board to match the pronoun. The first student to identify the shot object and make a sentence with the correct demonstrative pronoun scores a point for his team, for example It's a banana. A student from Team B then comes to the board of directors and so on. The game continues
with teams taking it in turn to draw items until all the cards have been used. The team with the most points at the end of the game wins. This game can also be played in competing teams of two, three or four. If you wish, make more copies of the cards and provide paper on which students can rely. This pronouns
demonstrative PDF exercises helps students learn and practice how to use this, these and those as pronouns. Give each student a copy of the two-page worksheet. Students begin by reading sentences containing demonstrative pronouns and write them in the right place in the table. Then the students read a
conversation between a new student, Jack, and another student, Ruby, who showed him their class. The students then draw the elements mentioned in the dialogue near each character. Students then read sentences and circle the correct words. Finally, students look at images and finish six sentences that contain
demonstrative pronouns. Students then find the six words used to complete sentences in a word search. Other adjectives, Be to, Demonstrative Pronouns, Personal Pronouns This worksheet is a revision of the basic structures in English: be, have you, there are/are, personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns and
possessive adjectives. I did it for my students and it ... 1 4,940 Elem - Grammar Pronouns Demonstrative pronouns This, these, these, Grammar illustration for young learners. This document can help students remember that these words are used to point to something near them. For a singular thing, to use ... 1 13 174
BegElem Hensley - Demonstrative Pronouns, Reported Speech, Continuing Future This worksheet is a problem-solving and critical thinking issue suitable for adults and adolescents. It is a good activity in class that can be done in groups of two and three, but mostly intended to 1 10,870 Pre-IntIntAdv - Demonstrative
Pronouns, Young Learners This worksheet aims to help young learners practice demonstrative pronouns. It gives information on how to use these pronouns and offers practice through an exercise in filling gaps made more user-friendly by... 3 27 625 Elem Rahel Hoernlimann - Grammar Pronouns Demonstrative
Pronouns A very good way to demonstrative pronouns easily. There is a grammar table and also some execrsions on which to work. It can be used in class but also as homework. It can be used with young people a ... 8 24 469 BegElemPre-Int Victoria -Grammar Pronouns Demonstrative Pronouns Presentation of
demonstrative pronouns through a comic strip, with Lisa Simpson. At the end of the worksheet, there is a graph to build the grammar rule. Then continue with the controlled pr ... 17 32 528 Elem - Demonstrative Pronouns, Young Learners, School/University/Education This worksheet is based on Pearson Education's
Book Hip Hip 1. I did it for my students so they could practice using it, only in writing. It is good for children so they can strengthen ... 5 22 511 Beg Mariana Ledesma - Grammar Pronouns Demonstrative Pronouns This attractive worksheet is designed for very young students with demonstrative adjectives and pronouns,
a grammar point that some students may find difficult. It allows students to review simple ... 6 19 760 Elem - Demonstrative Pronouns, Crosswords/Board Games This board game is for beginners to practice using demonstrative pronouns (this/this/these). You need a copy of the board game, two brands and a coin for
each pair of students. Procedure... 16 51 483 BegElem - Singular/plural names, demonstrative pronouns This is a worksheet for practicing demonstrative pronouns. Students look at the image and, given the distance between the objects and the girl, write sentences using this, that, these, these. ... 8 27 658 BegElem -
Demonstrative Pronouns, Colors This power-point presentation is useful for teaching and examining demonstrative adjectives (this, these, these). It contains some comprehension verification questions. This power-point is appropr ... 14 13 570 Beggar punch - Demonstrative pronouns, short questions and answers,
purchases/clothes This is a worksheet to revise the vocabulary related to clothing. It can be used as part of the PowerPoint clothing presentation. Students must build questions and give short answers There ... 5 16 591 ElemPre-Int Alina and Martin Galaxy -Grammar Pronouns Demonstrative Pronouns This is a simple
worksheet/test (depending on your needs). Four-question sheet with photos, everything is explicit. This and these are shown with a pointed hand, and this and these are with tex... 13 35 791 BegElem - Grammar Pronouns Demonstrative pronouns This worksheet is a continuous practice of using demonstratives this, as
these, these in the form of transformation of plural pronouns to singular pronouns. It also has a simple photo label 11 45 648 ElemPre-Int - Singular/plural names, demonstrative Pronouns demonstrative worksheet: this activity is to practice the use of this, these and these. In addition, students will practice the use of
singular and plural names and ask questions and questions... 20 46 978 Mendier - Grammar Pronouns Demonstrative Pronouns In this exercise, you will find the theory of difference between this and that with the correct images (ideal for children) and exercises. Exercise number two is done orally. It really is ... 13 19 115
Elem - Prepositions and conjunctions, Demonstrative Pronouns This worksheet was created for part of my speech test on prepositions. This can also be used as an example of having students create their own images. Children can work alone or i ... 7 20 685 ElemPre-Int This is a complete lesson about family members.
Be sure to introduce your family members before you start teaching with this worksheet. There is a search for words included, and some grammar tension ... 29 104 175 BegElem -Adverb, Demonstrative Pronouns, Simple Present You can use it as a powerful tool, when you need to check what they have learned. You
can find simple present exercises in affirmative, negative and interrogative form. You'll also find freq ... 12 18 108 BegElem - Demonstrative Pronouns, Simple Present, School/University/Education This is a worksheet to practice certain grammar points and vocabulary of Unit 2 of the book Stepping Up Starter. In activity 1,
you practice demonstrative pronouns (that - this - these - these - these). I... 11 16 216 BegElem This worksheet is a great test for a slow learner. It has vocabulary (jobs, school tricks, numbers, family), prononuns subject exercises, pronoun possessive exercises, different types of phrases -s ... 12 13 898 BegElem -
Cardinal Numbers, Demonstrative Pronouns, Reading Understanding This is a two-page worksheet for first-year students. This is an easy reading comprehension spreadsheet on the Flinstones, then they have some clues to write a short paragraph on Bam Bam. They... 10 10 146 Beggier
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